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Introduction
If there is one thing that is always hard it is the follow
up. Rocky 1 was a great film, Rocky 2 however.. well
that's a bad example. What I am trying to say is this
2nd issue of 'Now We Are Gaming' maybe better in
some parts than the first but worse in others. It is
what it is though, the difficult follow up. Hopefully
you will find it enjoyable enough to check it out again
in issue 3. Oh and Merry Christmas to you all. 

FLEA SIXTY
Gamer, UK

The



Everyone of a certain age remembers visiting an arcade either in their
hometown or on holiday whilst growing up. Arcades came in all shapes and
sizes but one thing that was consistent to them all was the ability to draw
people in and part with their money for X amount of lives on the game of their
choice. 

These games were housed in a variety of different units, from your standard
shaped cabs, motorised units and later on big huge behemoth machines with
benches built in and huge screens displaying graphics like you had never seen
before. Unfortunately, times moved on, games got replaced with fruit
machines and ticket machines, home gaming got better and everything
changed. Arcades we all remembered fondly closed down or just vanished
overnight, no more 10p a credit now it's £1 a game at your local Hollywood
Bowl or wherever else you can find arcade machines to play. 

Part of gaming died and we never really saw it coming, luckily though Arcade
gaming is slowly being brought back to life by places like Arcade Club. These
machines are carefully restored and brought back to life so that the original
hardware lives again. This isn't some quick buck scheme, this is a thing born
out of love and preservation of something that would be lost in time. To think
many people don't know what a real arcade feels like. The smell, the sticky
carpets, the have you got 10p mate kids and so on. That maybe gone, but with
Arcade Club and the like the machines live on. New memories are made and
people of all ages get to relive a golden era, now that is something beautiful. 
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Arcade Club has 3 different sites located in the Northern part of England, one
in Leeds, another in Blackpool and the one I visited in Bury. (About 20 miles
away from Manchester). The arcade is located in a 4 storey brick warehouse,
which you may think would be cold but rather surprisingly the temperature
seems ideal inside. The ground floor features the entrance area where you
pay, a small cloakroom with a limited amount of lockers to store items, a shop
where you can purchase gaming related goodies such as cups, magnets,
books (They had a pretty cool Spectrum one I wish I had now picked up) and
much more besides. 

They also have 2 guys working Security in this area.  UInlike most security
guards that you see that normally scowl at people, these guys were both
pretty cool and one of them rather than rushing me to put my items in a locker
as you would expect said take your time, no rush. (and not in a condescending
way either, these guys clearly enjoy where they work or were in a good mood).
In fact all the staff were friendly and despite being busy seemed to be
enjoying their jobs for the most part. 

I do however have one staff complaint, and that is that unlike the 80's and
early 90's there isn't some disgruntled employee sitting behind a glass
window tutting as you ask them for change for the machines as you have
interuppted them from reading the paper. 
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Upon entering the 1st floor of the arcade I thought this looks nice, but I have to
say I was a bit gutted with the lack of upright cabs on offer with this floor
having Skee Ball, Basket Ball a dancing game, some pretty large shooting
cabinets (Including the huge Mission Impossible dual cabinet on the previous
page) as well as some other kiddy games. They also had some really nice
large flat screens with some comfortable sofas all set up to play either Fifa or
Mario Kart. It really is nice, I just expected something a bit more dark and
dingey rather than bright and happy. Never the less there is some fun to be
had on this floor but this is perfect for kids (apart from the House of the Dead
shooters) and is a quite nice area that gets absolutely swamped as the day
goes on.

The 2nd floor is split into 2 rooms, one is full of pinball machines (including the
Street Fighter II pinball with the face melting graphic above) and a range of
different machines as well as a couple of PC's among other things. This is
mainly where a lot more of the modern cabinets are based with quite a few
different fighting games being available to play, along with some rhythm
games, some comfy sofas and a bar. 

There are some really awesome games in this section to play such as the very
Japanese Table flipper game, the excellent Rhythm Tengoku, and some fun
fighting games to play like Fighting Climax created by Sega which I really
enjoyed playing and will hopefully be picking up either the PS3 or PS4 versions
in the future so I can play it at home. 
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In the other section/room on the 2nd floor is a whole host of Astro City cabs,
these have quite a lot of the mid to late 90's/early 00's games such as Gunbird 2,
the excellent Aliens vs. Predator, Street Fighter 2, Batsgun, KoF 98 and many
other games that are worth checking out if you get the chance. The 2nd floor is a
lot more like I thought I would see as opposed to the first floor, which I am sure
my daughter would have loved over the 2nd floor due to her age. 

Finally we have the third floor, which I knew existed but didn't bother checking
out until after around an hour and a half of being there. Now this floor really is
something special. As soon as I saw this floor my jaw dropped as I saw machine
after machine from my youth. As soon as you walk past the food area you just
see around 40-50 machines all in a row against a wall on the left hand side. On
the right you have the MK machines and if I remember correctly also Killer Instinct
as well. Just a few steps past this and the size of the place actually dawns on
you. There are games from the 70's, 80's, 90's and possibly early 00's all
screaming at you for your attention. 

One of my first memories of gaming with my dad was playing Berzerk on the
Atari 2600 and then later on the ill fated Mattel Aquarius computer (it was pretty
good, but broke as soon as you looked at it, after the 3rd time it was returned
and I got bought a Spectrum instead).  To see the arcade cabinet looking as if it
had only been made the day before and all lit up was pretty amazing. 

You walk around the room looking at all the cabs thinking 'Wow, this has
everything here!' shortly after you realise it doesn't as you can't find a specific
machine. That being said this is still nothing less than amazing. 
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The number of games I wanted to play was staggering, I could have quite easily
have stayed for a lot longer if time would have allowed it. I even found myself
playing Dragon's Lair for the first time since I saw it in Rhyl way back in the mid-
'80s. This time however was different instead of being annoyed as I didn't know
what to do I actually had a clue this time around. Whilst it may be nothing more
than a series of quick-time events the much older me actually knows this as
opposed to younger me slamming the button and then walking off in disgust
feeling like I had wasted 10p on a pile of cack as I didn't know what you had to
do and thought it was just like many other games at the time only much better
looking. 

Seeing Rainbow Islands, New Zealand Story, Bubble Bobble and many more
games I loved playing all a stone's throw from each other is awesome. I really
can't get over the number of games I saw and played. 

Games like Robocop, Smash TV, Super Sprint, X-Men, The Simpsons, Super
Sprint, Rygar, Shinobi, Donkey Kong, Road Blasters, Bank Panic (Always loved
that game), Wonderboy, Bombjack and so many more games are all on this floor
begging to be played. 

They also have new (old) games joining the others on a pretty consistent basis,
so even if they don't have your favourite game one time you go, there is a
chance it may be added in the future. 
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Just recently (29th November) they posted a picture of these cabinets which
may appear on the floor soon either at Bury or at one of the other 2 locations.
Hopefully, Narc, Golden Tee, Space Harrier and Rolling Thunder will be
available to play next time I visit. 
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Just recently (29th November) they posted a picture of these cabinets which
may appear on the floor soon either at Bury or at one of the other 2 locations.
Hopefully, Narc, Golden Tee, Space Harrier and Rolling Thunder will be
available to play next time I visit. 

One thing I wasn't keen on about the place was the food, it was okay and
reasonably priced, it just wasn't all that great and everything seems to come
with tortilla chips (I hate them) included for some reason. That being said it is
edible and keeps you going whilst in there, I think next time though I will skip
the hotdog and go for something else that's a bit more filling.  
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If you take a look at many of the machines, some are
repurposed cabinets such as the huge bank of
Goliath machines that run along the third-floor wall.
However, there are still many of the classic original
cabinets in fantastic condition. 

The Missile Command cabinet looked in fantastic
condition for its age, especially when you also take
into account that this is a machine that will probably
get quite a lot of playtime from gamers. 

All the Volcano buttons look fantastic and still work
great, and the trackball is still responsive, which is
surprising as I have seen some players absolutely
bash it about whilst playing this machine.

The artwork as well was top-notch as well, with
these looking like the original instructions from the
day the cabinet left the factory with only minor wear
and tear. These and some other machines in some
other places would be hidden away and not be
available to play by the general public. However at
Arcade Club that isn't the case and you are free to
enjoy them at your leisure. 

Out of all the machines in over the three floors I only had issues with around 4
machines in total, which when you see the number of machines on offer to play is
a pretty good ratio, as we all know Arcade machines can break down from time
to time. Strangely though it was the mainly the newer games that I had issues
with. 

On Mission Impossible my gun cursor just vanished offscreen and was never seen
again resulting in my character just shooting offscreen. Another issue I had was
with one of the Tekken 7 machines, there was a serious amount of lag between
any button presses and the screen and that was just on the title screen. The
other 2 issues were by one machine just not working at all when anything was
pressed and the buttons on the Road Blasters machine the buttons on the handle
didn't seem to work.

Page 9
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I have probably missed a lot of machines you may have expected to have seen
mentioned. This isn't intentional, It is pretty overwhelming to see just how many
machines are available to be played. (Just remember Gauntlet and Gauntlet 2
were back to back with each other as well). If you love gaming then you really
should go and visit your nearest Arcade Club and check it out. It's £16 per adult
and opens from 11 am until late at night, has a bar if you want to drink whilst
gaming and makes a great day out either as a family or just for a group of
friends. (It does get busier and noisier as the day goes on though, just so you
know what to expect).

Without places like Arcade club, these machines would be lost to time and
rotting away somewhere. They really are doing a great job at preserving a slice
of gaming history whilst also giving members of the public the opportunity to
either revisit or play these machines for the first time. 

My visit here has made me want to not only return, but also to see what other
Arcades are out there that could do with our patronage and support. One thing
is for certain, and that is Arcade gaming is not dead, sod the fruit machines and
the stupid ticket games. This is what arcades are about, this is what we all
want to see from an arcade, this is our past, let's make sure that it has a future.
Support these real arcades, trust me you will be glad you did!  
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HOTSHOT
RACING 

Arcade-style racing games aren't really
something that you see these days, long
gone is the Ridge Racer series, the last
Outrun sequel came out in ....  well far too
long ago, Burnout has vanished and racing
games of this style have pretty much just
vanished for the most part.

Dangerous Driving scratched that itch
slightly but felt lacking something, and
honestly, it didn't feel like it was created by
the team that made the original Burnout
games at Criterion, and it feels like a
soulless clone (which I guess it is, but still I
and many others expected so much more
from such a talented team).

HotShot Racing however has come along
and is currently scratching that arcade
racer itch for me. Looking very reminiscent
of Sega's Virtua Racing and offers an
experience that I really didn't expect from a
game that I had seen on sale for less than
£5 on the Switch and Playstation stores. 

What I thought was just yet another
shovelware racer is anything but, I  only
picked it up this week as I was scrolling
through the games on sale to see if
anything was worth trying. At less than
£2.50 I figured what the heck, my curiosity
finally got the best of me, and to be totally
honest I am glad I did.

PS4 version played on PS5
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The game looks, plays, and feels like it has
just come straight out of the arcade. You get
the same type of speed and drifting you
would expect as you compete in a variety of
different gameplay modes over a range of
different tracks. 

The game is created by a little known
company called Sumo Digital (Surely
everyone has heard of this Nottingham
based studio, with roots linking back to
Infogrames and Gremlin Graphics!) whose
previous work has included creating or
developing some of the Sonic Racing games,
the very underrated Split Second, Outrun 2
with AM2, Outrun Coast 2 Coast, and
worked on many more other racing games
with Codemasters such as Colin McRae Dirt2
and some of the Toca and F1 series of
games to name just a few that they have
worked on in this genre. So that shows just
some of the wealth of knowledge and
experience they have in knowing what is
needed to make a great racing game.

Seeing the game in action is a must, and
whilst the game does have some issues and
unfortunately, a completely dead online
presence (at least on the PS4) racing against
the CPU opponents is still fun, This is just
mindless arcade-style racing at its best and
something that I and many other gamers
have been missing for a long time. 

The Cops and Robbers mode randomly puts
you on either the cops or robbers side and
you have to either survive and make it to the
finish or destroy the other cars. 
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The Grand Prix mode is split into 5 different cups each one containing 4 races and 3
difficulty levels (Normal, Hard & Expert). As you would expect Normal is a great way to get
into the game, however Expert will have you pulling your hair out due to the CPU being a
cheating sod. 

Barrel Barrage sees you gaining an explosive barrel as you pass through each checkpoint,
you then drop these whilst driving around and hope your opponents drive so they get
damaged and ultimately eliminated, whilst you avoid any you see on the road. 

Drive or Explode sees you racing around a course, the purpose is to keep driving over a
certain speed, as you pass through a checkpoint the speed limit will increase. 

Lastly, we have Time Trial mode, which as you would expect sees you attempting to break
course records. You can also download other people's ghosts and try and beat their lap
times.

The sound effects and music whilst playing just scream 'I was made 20 years too late!!'
Hotshot Racing is essentially an Arcade Racer that was ported to home consoles with all
extra modes added, but the only issue is we never got a chance to see it in the Arcades as
it was only ever created for the home game market. This is a real shame as this would be
a joy to play whilst sitting in a big arcade racing cab.

Hotshot Racing also has some free DLC included which the Barrel Barrage and Big Boss
Grand Prix are part of, which is a pretty sweet deal as who doesn't like free stuff? 

This is a game that I can really recommend at the sale price, and probably even at around
£10, it would still be a good deal. It is just a shame that on the Playstation at least the
online is just abandoned, which isn't surprising as apart from seeing it in sales mainly for
the Nintendo Switch I don't recall seeing any further information about the game or any
advertisements which is a real shame. 

The game is currently available for £3.19/$3.99 on
the Switch and Steam (unti l  the 14th December on the
Switch).
Playstation & Xbox versions are unfortunately once
again ful l  price.
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Three JS Browser Link

DOUBLE DODGERS BROWSER LINK

Just Browsing
Fun l i tt le browser games
for 5 minutes of fun.
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Three JS is a clone of a game called Threes! that
is available on the OS system. It is a fun little
puzzle game where you use the arrow keys to
combine numbers and get the highest score
possible. Depending on the direction you press
new numbers will appear from the opposite
direction. 

You get to see if it will be a 1, 2 or 3 next by
using the box on the left of your screen. This is
just a simple game that is easy to pick up and
can be addictive. 

Double Dodgers is a pretty unique game that is also available on both the Google
and Apple stores as well as being playable in your browser. 

The game is pretty unique in that you are playing two games at once. One on
your character's phone and the other on your PC, tablet or phone. The game is
simple to play pressing left and right to avoid obstacles, whilst also making the
avatar on the phone jump over gaps (left and right arrows and either up or the
spacebar to jump).

It really shouldn't work, but it does somehow. I never knew multi-tasking could
be such fun. The further you progress the more stuff happens and you also have
the chance to unlock new phone skins for your character. 

http://threesjs.com/
https://www.miniclip.com/games/double-dodgers/en/#t-c-f-C


GUNDHARA
Juudan Arashi  Gundhara

Gundhara (or Juudan Arashi Gundhara to
give it its full title) is just pure and simple
shooting action in the vein of games like
Commando, Mercs, and Shock Troopers.
What you see in the first 10 minutes of the
game lets you know exactly what to expect.
This is just pure unadulterated fast-paced
action that sees you needing to kill
everything on the screen before it kills you!
From soldiers, vehicles, robots and of
course the big bad boss whose weapons
need to be seen to be believed.  

The game plays great with tight controls,
various weapons to pick up, and a range of
different items to power up and help defeat
the evil bad guys and rescue the people
from being kidnapped. (I am not sure why,
but with a game like this the story doesn't
really matter).

The unique feature of this game is that you
can stop the bullets from hitting you if you
time it right. If you are wondering if you have
a shield that you raise at the last second
then the answer is no. So you must have a
roll move then to roll under the bullets?
Wrong again, you nullify the bullets by
kicking them. Yes, you read that correct, you
kick the bullets out of the air, even the
bullets from vehicles can be dealt with in
this manner as well as standard enemies. 
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The levels are pretty varied with some being walking and shooting sections, whilst another

sees you riding a motorbike with missiles to take out other bikers, vehicles, and the stage

boss who is in a gunship style helicopter and also firing his gun at you. 

You can pick up charge cases whilst you play, collecting so many levels up your weapon to

the next level so you cause more damage (Surprising I know). Picking up the same weapon

you are currently using gives you an instant level boost with the maximum being level 5. The

weapons are the Vulcan gun (starting weapon), Shotgun, Laser, Bazooka and Fire gun. My

favourite of them is probably the fire gun which as you would expect shoots fire. 

In addition to this you pick up a case called arms and this will give you missiles that

automatically fire when you press the shoot button. You also have bombs that you can pick

up which fire bullets in every direction. The kick button also comes in handy for taking out

close enemies. This is especially handy when you start to get swarmed in the later levels. 

Gundhara is also one of those games where if you start shooting you will start to strafe and

can only face a different direction when you stop firing. Whilst this is annoying at first you do

get used to it after a while. One thing that you don't get used to is the high difficulty spike

that the game has in certain sections. Perseverance will see you through though, so just stick

at it and you will get through that level eventually.

Overall Gundhara is a pretty enjoyable experience although in typical arcade fashion this can

be completed in around an hour or so, you will burn through some credits playing through the

game. If you are a fan of this style of game though, you won't mind and will have a good idea

of what to expect. If you aren't a fan of this style of game, this isn't really one that you will

want to start with, give Mercs a play instead.

Page 16
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One thing I never expected to see upon loading a game was a warning saying
that the girls featured in this game are all aged 18 or over. This is slightly
worrying that we live in a time where this needs reinforcing that perving on
kids is wrong. (Which all us normal people already know). What is surprising
though is that this is a game featuring anime-style cartoon characters and
contains no nudity in it at all, just characters with rather large breasts, which in
most cases are covered up. 

Pretty Girls Panic! is a game that is very similar in playstyle to Qix, Panic
Street, Gals Panic and Fantasia (which both contain nudity), and many other
similar style games. You basically have to draw around the character whilst
avoiding enemies and in later stages obstacles as well a section at a time. It is
simple to play and the backgrounds could be absolutely anything instead of the
anime characters and you would get the same experience. The background
images aren't what makes the game, sure they are bright and colourful to look
at but that isn't really what these games are about. (except in the case of Gals
Panic and Fantasia which is basically just playing to see some digitized boobs).

PRETTY GIRLS 
PANIC! PLUS

The game is available on PC, 
PS5/PS4 and Nintendo Switch.  
Release Date:  November 2021 Price £4.99. 
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'The Pretty Girls' series of games have started to pop up on various storefronts
over the past year brought to the Western markets by East Asia Soft who are
known among gamers for releasing a wide range of games of different types
that we may not have seen at all if it wasn't for them. (although to be honest
they also occasionally release some dire stuff that you wonder why they release
it at all! still, one person's cack is another person's treasure as they say). 

The Pretty Girl series seems to feature three different types of games, this Qix
style clone, Solitaire, and Poker. Although I haven't played them, and don't
really fancy playing any of the many different versions they have released if I
am honest. (I am tempted to pick up the first Pretty Girls Panic game though,
especially as it is currently on sale for £3.49 on the PSN store as I do enjoy this
style of game). 

The game features around 40 levels or so, with both Easy and Challenge modes
being available. Well, they say Challenge mode but it isn't that hard really and
can be restarted from the in-game menu. All challenge mode seems to do
though is give you a star for the level of that character. Still, you will get an hour
or 2 of gameplay from this and it is enjoyable all the same. Is it a must-buy? The
answer is no, that still doesn't mean that Pretty Girls Panic! Plus won't offer you
a fun experience overall. 
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The Last Page
So that is the end of the issue,

I would like to thank the following people and groups for their part in helping to make
this issue possible and inspiring me.

Arcade Club (Bury)
Keep on doing what you are doing, your place is great, food sucks but the rest of the
place is top-notch. 

Team Pandory
For not only being kind enough to host my stuff but also for being helpful to the
community as a whole and dare I say it friends. Can't wait to see the new Pandory Tool
update. (Should drop any day now hopefully).

Wicked Gamer & Collector
Keeping me entertained and saving me a fortune in the process, keep dropping those
videos, and keep up the good work dude. 

DKOG73
Great and passionate Youtuber who loves gaming and it shows in his videos, please give
this Legend your support and give him a subscribe.
 
Facebook Groups: The JAMMA Years - UKVaC - TheMubHub
All are pretty cool communities and post some pretty interesting things, well worth
checking out. 

My Family
My missus for putting up with me and not kicking off about my gaming. My kids for just
being themselves, proud of you both, grab life and be what you want to be, it's never too
late. 
My dad for getting me into gaming and all the memories, cheers dad. 
Love you all and I am not scared to say it. 

You the reader
For sticking around and actually reading this, believe it or not, I do this in the hopes that
it makes a change to you. From finding a game you haven't played before and enjoying
it, or seeing that anyone can do this and think I can do so much better and then
entertaining us all with all your gaming projects, seriously thank you.

Santa
For everything, you do making Christmas special.

   Merry Christmas and 
   Happy New Year 
   to you all. 
   Flea
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Unless I am on the naughty list then sod you Santa!
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